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mentals: (1) Inside plan that will suit the needs and

contribute to the comfort and convenience of the

family; (2) Outside design that will present an at-

tractive appearance and enhance value; (3) Sound

construction by a reliable builder; (4) Long-life

modern materials that will protect your investment

through permanence and low maintenance costs.

To make sure of these basic essentials in your

new home, it will pay you to engage the services of

a competent architect. His experience will insure a

home that will meet your requirements; his advice

will guard you against mistakes and save you many

future regrets.

the

niodern home
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PLUNED
COMFORT MO

ECONOMY

When you are planning to build, you have many

decisions to make. These are decisions of importance,

because it is not easy or economical to change after

your building is completed. It is therefore in the

planning stage that our services can be of most value

to you, and we offer them, without any obligation

on your part.

To buy or build a home that will meet your

expectations and prove a good investment in the

end, requires careful consideration of several funda-



There is one factor entering into home

building that must be given careful consid-

eration—that is—the materials themselves.

For the improvement in many building ma-

terials has been extraordinary in the past few

years, particularly in the manner in which

they affect comfort, permanence and low

upkeep.

Quietly, in the secrecy of the research

laboratory, Carey scientists have been devel-

oping new and improved building materials.

Some of these modern Carey materials add

new comforts—comforts and economies you

cannot afford to be without—for they return

in fuel savings more than they cost. Other

Carey materials pay their way in fire safety,

lower-cost insurance, in elimination of paint-

ing, in lifetime service. All Carey Products re-

duce upkeep in the extra services they render.

Tell your architect or builder you wish

to use Carey Products. He will be glad to

specify them, for the good reputation of

Carey Products is the result of sixty-six years

of continuous experience in the manufacture of dependable

building materials.

It is the purpose of this book to show the advantages

you can build into your home by using products of assured

quality. We will show you samples, styles and colors of

roofing and siding and many other materials, so you may

better judge just what you want. In short, we invite you to

make us a service office for all of your building material

requirements. It will not obligate you in any way to confer

with us, and it will enable you to get the most and best

for your money.

YOUR LOCAL
CAREY DEALER

SHOP LOCALLY AND WISELY
We take pride in the great organization of Building Material Dealers who distribute our products, and so ably serve their

communities. A dealer, understanding the local conditions affecting building can naturally offer you many advantages.

His daily contact with many sources of supply keep him abreast of the newest trends in materials and their application

—

he is familiar with financing and other details on which home owners desire information. You will find him a good man
to know and to council with on any phase of home building.

THE PHILIP CAREY COMPANY
GENERAL OFFICES

LOCKLAND, CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. A.



NATERIALS-DESIGO AID METHODS
described in this book

roofs

floors

Careystone Asbestos-Cement Shingles, the permanent fireproof roofing that never
needs painting ...
Carey Asphalt, Individual Shingles—colorful, fire resisting . . .

Carey Cork-Insulated Shingles—combine roof and roof insulation—at roof cost
only . . .

Carey Strip Shingles—attractive, economical . . .

Carey Rocktex (Rock Wool) Home Insulation—for year Wound home comfort,

Carey Building and Sheathing Papers for use under flooring.

mwmmm
side walls Careystone Siding—in shingle and Clapboard units. Fireproof—never requires

paint,

Careystone Sheathing for use in dormers, panels and other exterior wall areas,

Careystone Wallboard for interior walls, ceilings, partitions,

Carey Rocktex (Rock Wool) insulation for side walls,

Carey Building and Sheathing Paper under siding.

partitions

foundation

heating system

Careystone Scored Sheathing—economical tile effect—for kitchen, breakfast room
and bathroom walls.

Carey Damp-Proofing and Waterproofing Materials for basement walls .

Careystone Wallboard—applied to basement ceiling for fire stop.

Careycel Insulation for hot water and steam heating systems

Carey Tank Jackets—for hot water tanks , , ,

Carey Pipe Covering for cold water lines, soil pipes, etc,

Careycel Insulation for Air Conditioning Ducts , , ,

Careyduct—the all asbestos Air Conditioning Duct,

sidewalks and drives Carey Expansion Joint—to prevent unsightly cracks in concrete work.

bathroom cabinets
and accessories

MIAMI-CAREY Cabinets—combine modern design with utility and rugged con-
struction—a complete line of accessories.

WE ARE AS CLOSE; TO YOU A

TELEPHO NE FOR 1FHES E ANO

QUALITY BUI LOINCi MA TERIAL
Your Local Carey Dealer

spa
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other people look at

roofs first

...and so shall we

Next time you walk or drive

down the street, notice that you see

the roof of a house before you are

conscious of any other part.

A proper roof is like a hat that

supplements and completes the attire

of a well-dressed person. Because the

roof is so conspicuous, it should be

attractive and in complete harmony

with the style and color of the home.

Because of the service it must render,

it should be of a quality about which

there can be no question.

The roof has a responsibility next

in importance to the foundation. It

must protect everything under it,

from the furnishings to the building

itself. The roof, therefore, is NOT the

place to practice “cost cutting” when

you build.

Through years of research and ex-

perience, Carey has developed a line

of roofs from which you may select

the one that will best harmonize with

the architecture of your home. Carey

roofs are available in a wide range

of prices to suit any building budget.

But regardless of which Carey roof

you choose, you are sure of maximum

service for every dollar invested. Ex-

tra value is a fundamental of every

Carey roof.

TO THE LEFT—reproduction of a direct

color photograph of an attractive white brick

Colonial home—roofed and protected for

all time with Careystone Asbestos-Cement

Shingles.
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CareyStone

ASBESTOS-CEMENT SHINGLES

Made of the imperishable materials,

asbestos fibre and Portland cement,

Careystone Shingles possess the peculiar

property of increasing in toughness upon
exposure to the elements. They are fire-

proof, wear-proof and rot-proof—perma-
nent as stone and, in appearance give an

exact reproduction of wood grain—

a

beautiful roof that never requires paint-

ing or other upkeep.

Carey

CORK-INSULATED SHINGLES

Provide a durable, storm-proof roof plus

insulation against heat and cold—at a

cost very little above that of ordinary

asphalt shingles. Where roof insulation

is desired, this shingle affords consider-

able economy, since no additional labor

or material is required in laying. The
Cork-Insulated Shingle makes a finished

roof of pleasing appearance, with deeper

shadow lines due to the extra thickness.

Carey

ASFALTSLATE SHINGLES

Famous for their long wearing quality

and natural beauty. They are proof

against ordinary fire risks—^low in up-

keep, as they never require painting.

Asfaltslate Shingles, both individual and
strip, are manufactured on a base of

tough rag felt, thoroughly saturated and
coated with asphalt. To this is applied

a layer of colored mineral granules,

providing a durable wearing surface in

natural colors—a roof of lasting beauty.

LOCAL DEALER SERVICE

STEP IN AND SEE ACTUAL PANELS OF THESE SHINGLES AT OUR OFFICE—
OR WE WILL BRING THEM TO YOU. rOUR LOCAL DEALER



CAREYSTONE WILL NOT BURN. The sear-

ing flame of the blow torch can find nothing

in this shingle that will ignite. You owe your-

self the protection from outside fires afforded

by this modern roof.

We Find That Many Builders Will

Have Nothing Else But

Careystone

ASBESTOS-CEMENT SHINGLES

Y„„ wouldn’t think of building a home without a permanent

foundation. Can you afford to build without a permanent roof?

A permanent roof reduces your upkeep and repair expense;

insures you against costly leaks; against fire hazards; lowers your

insurance rates to the minimum; saves you the cost of ever having

to rip off old shingles and pay for a new roof. Then, too, there’s a

feeling of security in living under a roof you know is fireproof—

a

roof on which sparks, embers, even burning brands fizzle out harm-

lessly.

All these advantages—these savings—are yours to enjoy when

you roof your home with Careystone Asbestos-Cement Shingles. Once

laid, your roof worries are over.

All Careystone Shingles, with the exception of the French

method, have the appearance of wood shingles, the texture being an

authentic reproduction of wood grain set in everlasting Portland

cement and asbestos fibre. By a scientific process, these two lifetime

materials are combined under great pressure, forming a shingle that

will last as long as the building.

Careystone Shingles “pay their way” in permanent service and

in elimination of painting and other upkeep expense.
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THE CERAMIC GRANULES used in the manufacture of

Carey Shingles are made by applying a high-temperature,

fusible, colored glaze to a mineral granule base and firing

the glaze into the surface of the granule at a temperature

of around 2000 degrees F. The mineral pigment colors and

the firing conditions are very similar to those used in firing

the decorative pattern on china or porcelain dishes. The

color of the granule is just as permanent. It cannot fade

or wash off.

Budget and Architecture Meet
on a Common Ground with

Carey

ASFALTSLATE SHINGLES

Conventional in design, the Carey

Asfaltslate Shingle is adaptable to many

architectural treatments . . . assures a roof

of long life and distinctive beauty at rea-

sonable cost.

Made especially rugged and substan-

tial to insure extra years of trouble-free

service. A layer of colored mineral gran-

ules provides a beautiful and durable wear-

ing surface. Full three thickness coverage

assures maximum roof protection.

Asfaltslate Shingles are proof against

all ordinary fire risks, such as flying sparks

from chimneys and burning brands from

neighborhood fires. You protect your home

against fire, weather and time, when you

roof with Carey Asfaltslate Shingles.

5
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Carey Cork-Insulated
Shingles

GIVE TWO VALUES AT ONE GOST

Ihis is the only asphalt shingle with outside mineral

surface for weather protection; cork underside for insulation.

The cork layer acts as a barrier to heat and cold; makes the

home several degrees cooler in summer and correspondingly

warmer in winter.

This effective roof insulation is automatically applied when

the roof is put on, eliminating the extra cost of material and

labor involved when separate roof insulation is used.

Fuel Savings Pay the Bill—A study of actual roof condi-

tions shows that for a roof of average area (15 squares), with

an average difference between indoor and outdoor temperature

of 40 degrees F., the home owner who burns fuel at $9 per ton

can save during a single heating season the difference in cost

between an ordinary asphalt shingle roof and a Carey Cork-

Insulated roof . . . and these savings continue year after year.

Carey Cork-Insulated Shingles are approved by Under-

writers’ Laboratories—assure a beautiful and distinctive roof;

long, dependable service.

HEAT ^
LOSS*

THISSIDE
AT F

HEAT
LOSS

THIS SIDE
ATO®F CORKw GRANULES

THISSIDE 70®F

THIS SIDE 70«F

A GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION of the heat

loss* through three layers of Carey Large In-

dividual Shingles (5 inches exposure and spaced

% inches apart) compared with an identical

application of Carey Cork-Insulated Large Indi-

vidual Shingles, under the same test conditions,

namely, a temperature difference of 70 degrees

F. between the inner surface an^ outside air.

*B.T.U. heat loss per square foot, per hour.

Three thicknesses of

cork provide insu-

lation, and this

added thickness

makes a more
attractive roof

with deep
shadow lines.



Slate Green

YOUR

Tile Red
Asfaltslate

CHOKE OF HARHOIIOCS

Dependable, waterproof protection will

always be the first essential of a good roof.

Yet the roof must satisfy another important

requirement—appearance. Because the roof is the

largest single area in the house and the dominant

feature of its exterior, it should be in complete

harmony both with the style of architecture and the

color of the building.

Today, more than ever before, outside appear-

ance is an important factor in home value. Home
buyers want a roof that emphasizes the character

of the home—that gives it dignity and charm. Here,

color plays a vital part.

Carey Shingle colors have been developed

through years of careful study and experience in

satisfying individual preferences of home owners

and the rigid requirements of architects.

Carey Shingles are available in an adequate

range of nature’s own colors—warm reds, cool

greens and beautiful blended tones, as reproduced

on these pages. These colors harmonize with archi-

tecturally correct home exteriors and through com-

bination of colors, an almost endless variety of

The Emeraiblend—one of the attractive blends now available in the Carey Asphalt Shingle line.

The others are Red, Harvest, Russet and Green Blends and Yerdeblend.



KOOF FOmRS THIT FIDURE
Georgian Red

Careystone

0̂ !
LOCAL PEALE^ERVICEI

The Careystone Scotch American Shingle. Note the natural looking wood grain and the effect
of individual shingles laid in random widths with staggered butts.

Visit our office or if you desire
we will bring samples to you

effects may be secured, to meet the demands of any

individual taste.

Carey Shingle colors are permanent. They can-

not fade or wash off when exposed to the weather.

Carey will be glad to supply you with samples,

so you may try them in various combinations and

make sure your final selection will be right.
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SHAPE

(E)
(F)

(G)

(H)

(L)
JILJ

Lr
(M)

1

_IULJ

NAME

(A) Duplex Shakes No. 35

SIZES, IN.

16 x16

EXPOSURE, I HEADLAP,
IN. i IN.

WEIGHT
PER SQ..

LB.

(B) Scotch- American No. 20 1 2 x24 9x20

(C) Scotch No. 30 ^16x16x?f6' 12x13

(D) French No. 70 16x16x5^

(E) Old Colony Duo Edge

—

?

No. 210 12 x24

(F) Duo "8"—No. 220

(G) Colonial Clapboards

(H) AsFaltslate

(I) Careylok (Standard)

I
(I) Careylok (Extra FHeavy)

(J) Careylok (Hexagonal)

13

10Hx24 1H

9Mx24 ;
8x24

Mx9x96 7

1M

465

260

290

260

180

190

325

12 x16

9 x12M

12 x1

6

12 x1

6

16 x1

6

(K) 2 Tab, Hexagonal

(L) 3 Tab, Square Butt

(M) 4 Tab, Square Butt

1lKx36

325*

345t

10

-I-

4M ^ 253

10

4H

12^x36

143/^x36

12 x36

15 x36

10 x36
12Hx36

4^

4%

4
4

130^

162*

UNDER-
WRITERS’
LABEL

Class "A’

Class "B”

Class "B"

Class "B"

Class "C”

Class "C",

Class "C"

Class "C'

91/ i
130*

2M i4ot

5M

2

4M

167*

177t

186*

Class "C":

Class “C’s

Class “C’i

225* Class "C"

210 *

21 5t
Class ••C’i

270t

210 *

266*

Class ••C’ l

Class ••C’

Class ••C’



ANSWERS TO OTHER ROOFING PRORLEMS

t

I

Roll Rooflns—To meet the demand for good

low-priced quickly applied roofings, Carey offers

a complete line of ready-to-lay Roll Roofings

—

in various weights and finishes—in a price range

to meet every need . . . from the smallest tem-

porary shed to the more permanent building. . . .

Roll Roofings in colorful mineral surfaced fin-

ishes for use on garages and other buildings where

appearance is important. . . .

Other types of Roll Roofings in black finish for

jobs where protection is the primary considera-

tion.

Carey Roll Roofings are packaged in rolls con-

taining sufficient material to cover 100 square

feet of roof surface, allowing for laps. Nails and

cement are packed inside each roll.

BUILDING PAPERS AND FELTS—Carey Water

proof Building Paper keeps out dampness, grit

wind—assures a cleaner, more comfortable home.

Available in various types and weights to meet

practically every need in modern home con-

struction.

Built-Up Roofs—For flat roofs where shin-

gles are not practical, Carey Built-Up Roofs are

recommended. If your home plan calls for flat

roof construction, be sure to specify these time-

tried Carey Built-Up Roofs.

As the name implies, these roofs are built up,

layer on layer, to meet the requirements of each

job. Your architect or builder will be glad to

determine the correct specifications for your

building.

For more than fifty years, Carey Built-Up Roofs

have been protecting many of America’s largest

commercial buildings . . . evidence these prod-

ucts will serve you well.

13
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Careystone

OLD COLONY DUO-EDGE

No. 210

Careystone
I "fl” SIDING

This is a double edge ^
unit, made with thatch
butt on one edge and
a straight line on the
other. May be laid with

either edge continually

exposed, or alternated.

Affords almost unlim* '-A
ited opportunity for

planning distinctive ex-

terior wall treatment.
Ten or more separate ^
and unusual patterns
may be developed by
combining this unit

with the wider Old Colony Siding.

In the manufacture of this siding, spe-
cial care is given to the arrangement
of the grain—to bring out the effect of
random width, individual shingles.

This is another double
edge unit, made with A
thatch butt on one
edge and wave line on Mwk
the other. When laid

with one edge exposed,
it presents the distlnc-

tive broken lines of
thatch butt shingles

laid In random widths.
^

By exposing the other
edge, a very pleasing
wave line is secured. A unique treat-

ment may be achieved by using
both the wave line and thatch but!
exposures on the same building.



are alert to Modern Developments in

Home Building Materials say . .

.

leFOKE roll IDILD . . . COIISIDeO

ASBESTOS-CEMENT SIDING

wyyHEN you specify Careystone Siding, you protect your building

with a material that is fireproof and wear-proof—impervious to mois-

ture as permanent and unburnable as stone itself.

Can you imagine a more desirable material for protecting the out-

side walls of your home?

Available in a variety of shingle styles and in the time-honored

Colonial Clapboards, Careystone Siding is perfectly adapted to many
popular types of architecture. It may be had in styles and colors to meet
every architectural requirement or personal taste.

Careystone Siding in Duck’s Back WhiteSee for yourself this

newest development in pure white. It is whiter than white paint and
stays white even during a soaking rain. Protects your building like a

duck’s back keeps its downy under coat dry and warm.

Careystone Siding “pays its way” in beauty, permanent service and
freedom from upkeep.

Consider These

Advantages of

ASBESTOS-CEMENT
SIDING

!• Low first cost

2. Distinctive, beau-

tiful appearance

3. No Upkeep Ex-

pense

4. No Painting re-

quired

5. Fireproof and
wear-proof

6. Makes the home
warmer in winter

7. Cooler in summer

8. Will not rot or

deteriorate

9. Will not curl

10. Termite Proof

Careystone

COLONIAL CLAPBOARD SIDING
Readily adaptable to almost every type of frame de-
sign. Its outstanding merit is substantiated by repeat
orders for a new housing project which, when com-
pleted, will use approximately one-half million square
feet.

A pleasing contrast is achieved when Colonial Clap-
board Siding is used In conjunction with other types
of Careystone Siding Units, in upper story or gable
end treatment.



Careystone
A S B E S T 0 S - G E M E N T

Typical installation of Carey-

stone Scored Wallboard.
Finished on the job by your

painter.

Made of asbestos fibres and Portland Cement. Ideal

for use on walls, ceilings, panels and partitions. Can
be nailed (without drilling) direct to wood studs.

Furnished in an attractive buff color which makes a

neat finish, or may be painted or papered. Makes an
excellent fire stop when used on basement ceiling.

Available in ^ Vi" %" thicknesses and in

standard size sheets 48"x48" and 48"x96".

CAREYSTONE SCORED

ASBESTOS-CEMENT WALLBOARD

Is the same base material described above, except

that each sheet is scored in 4"x4" squares to provide

a tile effect. Widely used for lower sections of walls

in kitchens, bathrooms, breakfast rooms. Makes a

beautiful tile appearance at a great saving in labor

and material cost. Furnished in maximum size sheets

48"x96".

CAREYSTONE FLAT ASBESTOS SHEATHING

A board made of asbestos and cement—fireproof

and weather-proof—suitable for interior and exte-

rior use. Becoming increasingly popular for use in

place of stucco in dormers and other places in home
construction. Furnished in the white, natural color

of the materials from which it is made. The color is

permanent and will not discolor upon exposure to

the elements. May be drilled and sawed with ordi-

nary tools. Available in any size up to and including

48"x96", in thicknesses from to 2", inclusive.

16
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CAREY DAMP-PROOFING AND WATERPROOFING

Basements not properly protected against the seepage of ground

water become damp and unhealthy. To prevent this—to make

sure your basement will be as dry and healthful as your living

room, specify Carey Waterproofing Materials in your new home.

CAREY PERCOPROOF COATING

This compound, applied to the outside wall, penetrates the pores

and seals out the ground water, assuring a dry basement. Per-

coproof comes in cans ready for use. Easily applied by un-

skilled labor. Must be applied to the outside of the wall only

—preferably while the building is being erected.

CAREY PLASTIC WATERPROOFING COMPOUND

This is a fibrous black cement which is troweled onto the outside

of the foundation walls, forming a tough and thick adhesive

layer. Used where building is in low, heavy or soggy ground,

where greater protection is needed than is afforded by the liquid

Percoproof Coating. Applied to outside of basement wall only.

CAREY PERCOPROOF PLASTER BOND

When moisture soaks through from the outside of concrete,

brick or hollow tile walls, it often causes ugly stains and cracks

in the plaster, sometimes causes the plaster to fall. The use of

Carey Percoproof Plaster Bond prevents the penetration of

moisture. Applied directly to the wall, it penetrates the pores,

sealing them against dampness. Percoproof Plaster Bond is of a

thin, paint-like consistency and comes ready to apply with a

brush, without the addition of solvents. It leaves the wall in its

original roughness so that the plaster bonds firmly and per-

manently.

17
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TJncovered steam or hot water pipes act as radiators. They
waste heat in basement, hollow walls and other places where heat is

not needed.

USE CAREYCEL FOR YOUR HEATING SYSTEM
Careycel Asbestos Insulation is an exclusive, patented Carey Product,

developed especially for hot water and steam heating systems. Impar-

tial tests, made by a leading testing laboratory, demonstrated a 30%
reduction in heat loss over the air cell type of covering ordinarily

used. Put Careycel over all pipes leading from boiler to radiator;

cover boiler with Careycel Asbestos Blocks. The savings in fuel will

pay for the insulation and continue to pay you dividends in fuel saved

year after year.

A CAREY TANK JACKET KEEPS HOT WATER HOT

Cover your hot water heater with a Carey Tank Jacket. The water will

heat quicker and stay hot longer. The pipes leading from water heater

to kitchen and bathroom allow the hot water to cool. Cover these

pipes with Careycel Insulation and keep the water hot, right up to the

faucets. This will save you money on water and gas bills; give you
more hot water when you want it.

CAREY PERFECTO PIPE COVERING FOR COLD WATER LINES

Cold water lines usually run parallel to hot water lines through the

walls to bathroom and kitchen. These pipes are warmed by the adja-

cent hot water pipes and it is usually necessary to run the cold water
for some time to get it cool enough to use. Cover your cold water lines

with Carey Perfecto Covering—have cool water right up to the faucets

—reduce your water bills.

Note the neat finished appearance of this typical residential installa- Illustrating simplified method of constructing fittings from standard
tion of Careyduct. Careyduct parts.

18



You know how objectionable it is—and sometimes embar-

rassing—to hear waste water gurgling through the soil

pipes between the partitions. This is easily overcome by

insulating the soil pipes with Carey Perfecto Woolfelt

Pipe Covering. Make Carey Pipe Covering a part of your

heating and plumbing specifications. The work must be

done before walls are closed and plastered.

ELIMINATE SWEATING PIPES

Like many home owners you probably wish to make use

of your basement as a recreation room, work shop, or

laundry. Be sure to cover cold water lines with Carey

Perfecto, the non-sweat insulation. It will eliminate drip-

ping from pipes.

SPECIFY CAREYDUCT FOR YOUR AIR

CONDITIONING SYSTEM

If air conditioning is included in your new home, be sure

to specify Careyduct—the modern asbestos insulated duct.

Careyduct is fireproof; permanent; will not rust or decay;

hushes fan noises; insures uniform high efficiency in the

whole duct system. Size for size, Careyduct is much

cheai>er than insulated metal. Easily erected; easily

decorated.

CAREY EXPANSION JOINT PREVENTS

UNSIGHTLY CRACKS

Variations in temperature cause concrete work to expand

and contract. To prevent breakage and cracks due to this

expansion and contraction, specify Carey Elastite Expan-

sion Joint to be used in all concrete work about your home.

Carey Expansion Joint is available in two types:

A. Standard Asphalt Joint consisting of two layers of

felt between which is interposed an asphaltic com-

position.

B. A sponge rubber type of joint that is resilient. When
compressed by the expansion of concrete, it will not

extrude.

Unsightly cracks in concrete driveways are a thing of the past when

Carey Elastite Expansion Joint is specified.

ELIMINATE NOISY WASTE PIPES



Rocktex Loose
Wool installed

in walls of new
construction

Rocktex

Granulated
Wool being

installed in

open attic

Rocktex Bats

being installed

in open attic

Rocktex Bats

being installed

in walls of new
construction

Rocktex being

blown over

top floor

ceiling

Rocktex bein(

blown in side

wails of old

home

HOME INSULATION
Keeps Heat Inside in Winter

Keeps Heat Outside in Summer
Saves up to 30% on Fuel Bills

No Upkeep Cost

Carey Rocktex is the modern Rock Wool Home Insu-
lation. A 4-inch thick blanket of Rocktex installed in the
walls and ceiling of your home is as efficient in stopping the
flow of heat as a solid brick wall about five feet thick.

Fuel savings are definite because Rocktex stops the loss
of heat that costs you so much to provide. Rocktex also effects

important savings in reducing the size of the heating unit
recjuired to heat an uninsulated building. The saving in cost of
the heating plant has, in many cases, paid for the insulation.

HONE IfSEUTmil . . . A
Since Carey Rocktex reduces fuel consumption up to

30% or more, it is an important item in household economy.
In many cases, it will go far toward paying the taxes on the
property.

Carey Rocktex Insulation eliminates drafty rooms, cold
corners and cold floors in winter. By maintaining even tem-
peratures, it reduces rapidity of air change in the home,
thereby diminishes evaporation of moisture in the air and
helps to conserve the proper humidity so essential to health.

Carey Rocktex gives you increased fire protection. You
don’t have to push your furnace so hard in cold weather;
thus you eliminate one of the greatest fire hazards. Rocktex
eliminates lath marks and unsightly dark streaks on ceiling
and walls. You don’t have to redecorate so often, another
important saving. Rocktex also increases property value. A
Rocktex Insulated home is more livable—rents to better
advantage . . . sells at a substantially better price.

Carey Rocktex is manufactured from mineral materials;
therefore is permanent. It is fireproof . . . water repellant
. . . odorless . . . highly efficient . . . light in weight . . .

will not rot or decay . . . outlasts the building.

Carey Rocktex is available in forms for easy application
in any type of building, old or new. Insulate with Carey
Rocktex—it returns to you in savings more than it costs.

REGARDLESS OF WEATHER CONDITIONS INSURE
YOURSELF OF COMFORT
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0 F ALL the fixtures and ap-

pointments that go into the Modern
Bathroom, none play so important a

role in providing beauty, distinctive

charm, as well as utility, as the Cabi-

nets and Accessories.

Bearing this in mind, Miami En-

gineers and Designers have spent

their time and talents creating a line

of Bathroom Cabinets that has be-

come popularly and aptly known as

‘‘America’s Finest.”

Miami Cabinets are backed by

more than seventeen years manufac-

turing experience. They are ruggedly

constructed of finest quality, heavy

materials and carefully finished to re-

tain their beauty and brilliance in-

definitely and to render lifetime serv-

ice under hard use. Electric lighted

cabinets are wired at the factory.

The Complete Line includes a

wide variety of exclusive, distinctive

models . . . ranging from luxurious

cabinets and ensembles for the stately

mansion to simple cabinets for the

modest cottage. All are Miami quality

throughout.

A few models are shown here.

Should you desire more detailed in-

formation, or if you have a bathroom

cabinet problem to be solved, write

to us.

lOCALDEiniB SERVICE
I

The IMPERIAL—Here is MIAMI’S latest development in Modern Bathroom Cabinets—an
exclusive, distinctive Deluxe Model for those of discriminating taste. The frame aronnd the
entire cabinet is brass, chromium plated. Spacious side cabinets, one on each side of the large
recessed mirror, have chromium framed mirror doors swung on brass, chromium plated piano-
type hinges. Cabinets are finished inside in white Crystal Snow and are equipped with three
glass shelves, stainless steel shelf supports and tooth brush holders. The shelf under the center
mirror is white vitrolite.

The inside walls projecting outward from the center mirror are faced with mirrors that
match the large center mirror. Two light bulbs concealed behind the opal flash-glass panel at

top of the center mirror provide perfect reflected light for shaving or dressing the hair. Regular
mirrors are “A” quality silver, copper backed, guaranteed for five years against silver spoilage.
The new rose (or flesh) colored mirrors may be had if required.

The overall size is 32" x 323/8"; the wall opening. 3l'/8” x 3 II/
2
" x 43/3 "; the center mirror

measures 18" x 27'/2": the two side mirrors, 5 9/16" x 30 1/16"

MIAMI CABINET DIVISION • THE PHILIP CAREY COMPANY • MIDDLETOWN, OHIO



MIAMI LOUIS XIV MIRROR-CABINET ENSEMBLE
The lights, concealed behind the white ground glass panel at the top of the center unit and

behind the two narrow side mirrors, are arranged so as to reflect proper illumination to the

center of the mirror. Light is also reflected out into the room through the top front panel.

The two side cabinets are finished inside in Miami white Crystal Snow, guaranteed not to

retain a stain nor to discolor with age. Three glass shelves are furnished with each cabinet.

The cabinet doors, hung on chromium plated brass piano type hinges, are fitted with mirrors

set in brass, chromium plated frames that match the frame of the center unit. These mirrors

are the new rose (flesh) color; regular silver is optional. The wall opening for the center unit

is 28i/^"x30%"x4%"
; the overall size is 29%"x31%"; mirror, 20"x26". For the side cabinets

the wall opening is 24%"x8^"x4^"
; the overall size, 10^/4 " x28i/4 " ; mirrors, 10"x28",

The Louis XIV unit is not merely a

bathroom cabinet, but an ensemble of

beautiful bathroom furniture. The center

unit consists of a large recessed mirror

flanked by narrow full length mirror

panels that extend forward. There is no

cabinet behind it. The frame around the

entire center unit is brass, chromium
plated. The mirrors are genuine “A”
quality plate glass, copper backed, guar-

anteed for five years against silver spoil-

age. The center mirror may be either the

regular “A” quality silver mirror or the

new rose (flesh) color. The small side

mirror panels on the center unit are op-

tional as to color—either rose (flesh),

blue, gun metal, green or regular silver.

MIAMI DUBARRY MIRROR-CABINET ENSEMBLE
Lifetime beauty today—always—colorful, brilliant, modern—The DuBarry brings all of this

to the bathroom. The deep lustre of Chromium combined with colored mirrors or regular silver

mirrors provides opportunities to create truly striking effects or to harmonize this complete

unit with the general color scheme of the bathroom.

The center unit—a large recessed mirror flanked with narrow full length mirror panels—^is set in

a brass, chromium plated frame. The concealed light fixtures are located behind ground glass

panels at the top center and behind the narrow mirrors on each side of the large center mirror.

Perfect illumination for the entire bathroom and for shaving and dressing the hair is provided.

The color of the large center mirror is

optional, either the new rose (flesh) or

regular silver. The small narrow side

mirrors may be had in blue, green, gun

metal, rose (flesh) or regular silver.

There are no doors on the side cabinets.

Cabinet frames are brass, chromium

plated. These cabinets are lined on the

inside with mirrors, either blue, green,

gun metal, rose (flesh) or regular silver.

Three glass shelves to match the mirrors

are furnished with each cabinet.

The wall opening for the center unit is

281/^"x30%"x4%"
; overall size, 29%"x

31%" ; mirror 20"x26". For the side cab-

inets the wall opening is 25%"x9i%"x
4%"; overall size, 91i"x26".
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GOTHIC TOP MODELS

The classic beauty of these two Carey Cabi-

nets with full mirror door is now available

for the modest home and apartment at new

all-time low prices. We are able to offer

these two new and different Gothic models

at such prices only because of improved

manufacturing methods.

This model has no frame around the mirror. The mirror is hung on a
steel door of the hollow metal type and covers the entire cabinet so that
when the cabinet is set in place, the appearance is that of a mirror hung
on the face of the wall. The arched top suggests this cabinet for the
bathroom where the design is arched or curved.
To those who prefer the all-glass front cabinet with no knob, hinges or
ugly screw heads to mar the face of the mirror, we recommend this
Gothic model.

Nos. 2 010, 2020
The Gothic Top Model shown above has a stainless steel frame around
the mirror, absolutely non-rusting and may be kept clean and highly
polished just by rubbing with a clean, dry cloth. Stainless steel is the
perfect match for chromium plated bathroom fixtures; hence, this Gothic
model is particularly recommended for bathrooms fitted with chromium
plated fixtures where the budget does not permit the purchase of higher
priced chromium plated models.

SPECIFICATIONS SPECIFICATIONS
No. 610 No. 620

Overall 16"x26" 18"x28"
Mirror 16"x26" 18"x28"
Wall Opening 13%"xl9%"x3i^" 15%"x21%"x3i^"

^ „ No. 2010 No. 2020
Overall 16%"x26%" 18%"x28%"

• • 16"x26" 18"x28"

Wall Opening 13%"xl9%"x3y2" 15%"x21%"x3y>"

fHE ARISTOCRATS MASTER MODELS

No. 660
Mirror 16"x24'
Wall
Opening . . . 13%"xl9%"x3y2'

No. 670
Mirror 18"x30'
Wall
Opening . . . 15%"x21%"x3y2'

EQUIPMENT
Regular equipment includes three adjustable glass shelves,
used razor blade drop, tooth brush racks.

The Aristocrat model illustrated below is designed for the home
where price must be considered, but where quality is also taken
into consideration. It was created by Carey engineers to embody
both beauty of design and sturdiness of construction—at a moder-
ate price. When the Aristocrat is set on the wall, it resembles
an unusually handsome mirror. There is no knob, hardware or
portion of the body visible.

The Master models are suggested for the bathroom where straight lines are
required. The one-piece brass, chromium plated frame eliminates the necessity
of ugly corner clips commonly used to cover up open joints. The cabinet body
and door back are finished in the famous Miami Crystal Snow, noted for durability.

SPECIFICATIONS

No. 1100
Overall 16i/4"x22i/4"

Mirror 16"x22"
Wall
Opening .... 13%"xl9%"x4yt"

No. 1150
Overall 1814 "x24y,"
Mirror ]8"x24"
Wall
Opening 15%"x21%"x4y:"

No. 1175
Overall 2014"x28l4"
Mirror . ...... .... ^ . ,20"x28"
Wall
Opening .... 17%"x25%"x4yL"

Return Flange, 14''





LOCAL DEALER SERVICE

If you are not acquainted with a Carey dealer in your community write to the
Carey branch nearest to you. You will immediately be placed in contact with
your local Carey Dealer who is eager to serve you.

THE PHILIP CAREY COMPANY
GENERAL OFFICES

LOCKLAND, CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. A.

Atlanta, Ga

Baltimore, Md. . . .

Boston, Mass

Buffalo, N. Y

Charlotte, N. C. ...

Chattanooga, Tenn.

Chicago, 111.

Cincinnati, Ohio .

le Philip Carey Company. . . . .

le Philip Carey Company

le Philip Carey Company

le Philip Carey Company, Inc.

Le Philip Carey Company

le Philip Carey Company

le Philip Carey Company

le Philip Carey Company
(Cincinnati Sales Office)

le Carey Company ; .

le Philip Carey Company

le Philip Carey Company

le Philip Carey Company

le Carey Company

le Philip Carey Company. . . . .

le Philip Carey Company

le Philip Carey Company. . . . ,

le Philip Carey Company, Inc.

le Philip Carey Company

le Philip Carey Company, Inc.

le Philip Carey Company. . . . .

le Philip Carey Company

le Philip Carey Company

le Philip Carey Company

le Philip Carey Company . . . . .

le Philip Carey Company . . . .

,

666 Greenwood Avenue, N.E.

1400 Moreland Avenue

267 Medford St., Charlestown Dist.

1174 Niagara Street

131 Brevard Court

212 Volunteer State Life Building

4512-18 W. Fillmore Street

408 Commercial Square

Cleveland, Ohio . ,

Columbus, Ohio . .

Dallas, Texas . . .

.

Dayton, Ohio . . . .

Detroit, Mich

Indianapolis, Ind.

Kansas City, Mo. .

Los Angeles, Calif.

Louisville, Ky. . . .

Minneapolis, Minn.

New York, N. Y. . .

Norfolk, Va

Philadelphia, Pa. .

Pittsburgh, Pa. . .

.

St. Louis, Mo. . . . .

Seattle, Wash

Wheeling, W. Va. .

5906-5916 Euclid Avenue

100 W. Spring Street

809 Thomas Building

Weakley Street at B. & O. R. R.

6197 Hamilton Avenue

1111 E. 19th Street

2028 Grand Avenue

337 S. Anderson Street

1032-1044 South Eighth Street

112 Lumber Exchange

Lincoln Building, 60 E, 42nd Street

23rd and Granby Streets

24th and Sedgley Avenue

Corliss Station

4165 Duncan Avenue

820 Fairview Place

Chapline at 18th Street

PRtNTgD JN U. S. A, FORM 4476
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